The assassination of Mehenni’s son, another Algerian state crime
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Description :

Ferhat Mehenni accuses the Algerian political police of having plotted the assassination of his son as a warning to stop his action for the autonomy of Kabylia.
In June 19th, 2004, the young activist for the autonomy of Kabylia (Algeria), son of the actual head of the Provisional Government of Kabylia was stabbed by thugs in Paris. Six months ago, the investigation was closed and declared unsuccessful. In a recent statement, Ferhat Mehenni, head of the Provisional Government of Kabylia in exile in France stated that the assassination of his son was a political one that was aimed at warning him as the leader of the autonomist movement. According to him, the assassination committed by the Algerian Security and Information Department agents.

"The information we have, allows us to sustain the idea that the Algerian Security and Information Department agents are the performers of orders given by retired Algerian general who actually remains very present ".

Mehenni adds that "It was the same general who ordered the failed execution operation which targeted him in 2008, at the time when he was at the head of the Movement for the Autonomy of Kabylia."

Reacting to the closing of the investigation, he does not express much surprise since for him, French interests depend directly upon cooperation with Algeria. Mehenni stated that the investigators deliberately ignored all evidences that would hold Algerian Political Police responsible for hundreds of similar political murders even on French soil.

According to Ferhat Mehenni, French refusal to lead further investigation concerning similar cases makes France guilty of cooperation with the Algerian criminal regime.

Mehenni adjudicates blaming on French authorities, declaring that Ali Mecili's case which constitutes a dark point in the History of France is very similar to Ameziane Meheni's case.